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,l,iit'sEcTloN A /55 MARKS.

1. What materiafs are to be supplied to cel1s if they are to survive?

2.'Wtrat features are (a) Possessed by both plants and animals?
(2 mg.rks
(2 marks
(2 marks

(2 rnarks

(2 marks
(1 rrrark
(1 mark
(L mark

(3 marks

(3 marks
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3.

(b) Possessed by plants only?
A motor car can move, takes in oxygen and gives out carbon dioxide, consumes fuel
but nevertheless is not a living organism. In what ways does it not qualify as a living
organism?

How do roots and leaves obtain o>rygen for respiration?
a) Where does respiration occur?
b) What is the importance of respiration?
c) What are the products of respiration?

6. a) Draw a line to link the name of the life process with its meaning" One is done for you.

4.
5.

I-ife process
Reproduction

Growth

Movement

Sensitivity

lVIeani.ng
changing the position of a
part or all of the body.

Responding to the environment

Producing fertile off springs

Getting larger or more developed.

b) The following are parts of an organism: Cel1, organ, chromosome, system, gene, tissue.
Arrange them in decreasing order of size.

Largest

' Smallest

7. In what ways does a dicotyledonous leaf adapt itself to its function?
B. Wtlat are the requirements for photosynthesis? How are the requiiements met in

land plant?
9. What is the importance of bacteria to man?
10. The diagram below represents the structure of the heart.
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a) Use an arrow to indicate the direction of blood flow through the heart.
b) What are the functions of parts A and B?

. c) Why do ventricles have thicker muscular walls than atria?

u 11. The diagrarn below shows a motor neurone (a nerve ceil)

Ce.Il boriy

a) Name structures A, B and C.

b) Suggest the function of X.
c) Draw an arrow on the diagrarn to show the direction of a nerve impulse.

12. Th.e diagram below shoes a simple food web.

tt

a) Use the diagram to name.

i) AHerbivore 
: 

:

ii) An Omnivore
ii1) A producer

b) i) The animals in the food web get their eners/ from the food they eat.
From where does A get its enerry?

ii) Dlaw a pyramid of ener5/ for the following food chain.

A -----------+ C 
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13.

L4

The chromosome for determining the gender or sex of a petson are labeled X and Y.

o pARErirT t O

@
P^A.RENT 2

o
a) complete the punnett square to show the genotype of parent 2 and of the off

springs.
b) Which parent is the mother?

c) What are the.chances of getting a baby boy?

a) The diagram below shows the human skeleton.

(3 marks,
(1 markl
(1 mart

Humans have a bonny endo skeleton.
tt

(2 rnarlrs
(1 markl

(1 markl
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i) Name the structures labeled A and B.

ii) What is the function of Part C?

b) Give the name of one animal which has an exoskeleton.

c) The diagram below shows bones and some of the muscles in a human arm.

I

i
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',i) Describe what will happen to the arm when X contracts. (2 s

0

ii) What is the function of muscie Y. (2 nnarks)nf
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sECrroN B: (3o MARKS) illu!!$
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15. a) Narne any one disease caused. by bacteria. (1 mark) . 
'

b) How can you prevent the disease you have named from infecting other people? (9 marks)'
16. Give fi.ve differences between vegetative and sexual reproduction. (10 marks)':

17. a) What are digestion, absorption, assimilation and egestion? (4 marksl ,

b) Where does each of these functions take place in the body? (  markslilj
c) Why must food be digested before the body can use it? (2 marks)*i]

18. A student set up this experiment to investigate osmosis. The student fiiled two pieces :til
of dialysis (Visking tubing) with different iiquids and left them both in a beaker of 5%o: +lffii
sucrose soiution for one hour. I . 'j

Distilled tt'ate,r

Iislstugtqb'Ing

(5 marks)'a) Describe and explain the likely result after one hour.

b) Describe two examples where osmosis is used in living things

19. a) photosynihesis is a process that takes place in green leaves.

i) What type of ener5/ is needed for this process?

ii) What substance (s) in the plant absorbs this energr?

(5
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' iir) In which part of Ltre piant cell does photoslmthesis take place?

iv) Write the chemical equation for photosynthesis"

b) Describe two ways you would use to speed up plrotos5mthesis"

SECTTON C. (15 MARKSI

This section is compulsorY.
2A. a) The students performed the experirnent illustration belorxr.

(r lark)
(3 marlrs)

(4 nearks)

(5 marks)

(5 m3rks)

(1 mark)

B F'dits"to ,cu.p, witll s:tiiclralrA. ErYtie'tfff |Fa'1tat:r:! errP

Psfr}-to

Efoitetf 'slo:tatf, 'cllil tririlth suig,alr

i) Eqplain in details why water gathers in the hollowed portion of potato B.

ii) Explain why water does not gather in the hollowed potion of potato A and C.

iii) Why is potato A necessar5r in the experiment?

ET{D

ANSWERS FOR BIOLOGY III 2OO1.2OO2

SECTION A

Answer to Qu.estion 1.
Materials to be supplied to cells for survival include:
Water, Amino'acids, Glucose (carbohydrates), Enzlrmes, Vitamins, Mineral saJts, Lipids

Answer to Question 2.

a) Characteristics possessed by piants and animals;
- Both.have mitochondria for respiration , Nucleic acids (DNA, RNA)

b) Characteristics possessed by plants oniy;
- Presence of plasts, Presence of cellulose ce1l wall, Cells wiit regular shapes

,: Answer to Questibn 3
A motor car can move, respire (gives out CO2 an takes in 02) but it cannot reproduce and grow.

Therefore it cannot qualify as a living organism. D

l^iar.en
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Answer to Question 4
Roots and leaves obtain oxygen by the phenomenon of difhrsion: Xylem by roots and stomata
leaves.

n Answer to Question 5.

a) Respiration takes place in the mitochondria
b) The importance of respiration is to give enerry
c) The products of respiration are water and carbon dioxide"

Answer to Question 6.
a)

LIFE PROCESS MEANING

Reproduction Producing fertile offspring
Growth Getting larger or more developed

Movement Chalging the position of a part or ail of the body

Sensitivity Responding to the environment

r

6

A: CelI membrale
B: Cytoplasm

- '. ,-i,

i,iffi
L""^.".*,.., 1,,",*".^*"., l_,,i,iii

b) Decreasing orde^r of parts of T organism: - r1^r, ^1^-^-^^^* ^^^^ ittti]illSystem 
-+ 

Organ 
-> 

Tissue ---+ Cell chromosome 
-> 

Gene

Answer to Questi on 7.
Adaptation of a dicotyledonous teaf to its function: Development of many ribs, Extension of leaves.

Ansurer to Question B

Tlrc reqtirements of photosynthesis are:Water, Carbon dioxide, Light enerry, ChJorophyli.

How the requirements are met in a 1and, p.lant:
- Water from soil by osmosis, Carbon dioxide: from the atmosphere by respiration, Energr from

sunshine, Chlorophyll: from chloroplast of green leaves

Answer to Question 9.
Importalce of bacteria to man:

- Fertilization of soii during decomposition of orgalic matter into humus or during fixation of

. atmospheric nitrogen in the soii. 
i.:i

il Answer to Question 1O.

a) Teacher's help
b) The function of Atrio-ventricular valves (A and B) is to prevent back flow of blood in the atria

when they contract.

Answer to Question 11.

a) Parts of the nerve ceil (motor neuron)

c)

C: Nucleus
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b)
e)

The function of part X is to receive the nervous impulse.
The direction of a nerve impulse: from cell body to axon"

Answer to question L2.

a) Given a sirnple food web above:

b)

1) Herbivore is B or C.

ii) Omnivore is none
iii) A producer is A.

i) In a food web, an animal gets enerry from the food it eats. Therefore, A gets enerry frorn
sunlight.

ii) The pyramid of enerry for the food web

.

.''Answer to question 13.
;-lr' a) Punnet square

s

X PARENT 1 X
x

PARENT 1

Y

xx xx
xv XY

b) Parent 1 is the mother
c) The chances of getting a baby boy are : 2:2 -'>5O% Q:a : %)

Answer to question 14.

a) i) A: Sternum B: ribs

ii) The function of C is to protect the brain.

b) Animais with exoskeleton include: flies, crabs, sea anemones and other arthropods.
c) i) When muscles X (biceps) contracts, there is: compression of the front-arm and extension of

the front arm.

,).

li

0
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SECTION B
Answer to question 15

a) Diseases caused by bacteria include: Tuberculosis (TB), cholera, gonorrhea, bacteria
dysentery, pneurrronia and meningitis.

b) Prevention of bacterial diseases:

environment, Wash hand.s before and after the meaI, Drink boiled water, Avoid contaminating
rivers and other water bodies)

Ans

''f:
I!i{t;ii
: i:$J

,):l

Answe

n a) -D

solubie that can be absorbed.
- Absorption is diffusion of simple nutritive substances in blood vessels.
- Assirnilation is elimination of non-digestive food to the anus.

b) - Digestion takes place in the alimentar5r canaL.
- Absorption takes place in smali intestines.
- Assimilation takes place in cells.

c) Food must bc digetsted before it ca-n be usetl iu ortler to reduce or to bfeakdown large i'

molecules into smaLl molecules that can be absorbed.

wer to qu.estion L6. ..::

VEGETATIVE REPRODUCTION
(Asexual)

SEXUAL REPRODUCTION 
;,;'r{*i: :- !.,:til

' 'r-: :tl

Only one parent in involved. Two parents are involved

No production of garnetes Production of gametes

Absence of meiosis Presence of meiosis to avoid doubling of
chromosomes

Identical descendants N o n- id entic aL d e s c en dan-,

Ordinary found in iess differentiated plants
than in animaLs.

in majority of plants and animals i.,.
: 

..,-.jj

-i*ildrtlffi

Produce more rapidly to a large number of
descendants

Less rapid in numeric growth.

wers to question L7.

- Digestion is the physical and. chemical process where nutritive substances
(macromolecules) which are insoluble are transformed in small simple units which are

Page | :
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b)
c)

Answers to question 18.
Experiment of osmosis.

a) Change: in tube 1: the volume of 2Oo/o sucrose solution will increase.
in tube 2: tl:e volume of distilled water will decrease.

Explanations:
2Oo/o of the solution contains more molecules of sucrose that in S%oof the solution, but this
solution has more water than in 2Oo/o of the sucrose solution" This is why water molecules will
move from tube 1 by osmosis thus increasing the voiume of tube i
T\rbe 2 will lose some molecules of its water moving towards the sucrose solution of Svo. Tube 2
has more molecules of water than the sucrose solution in the beaker. Water molecules move by
osmosis.

In living things, osmosis is used in:
- Absorption of digested food from smari intestines to blood vessels.
- Absorption of water and mineral salts by root system. Entrance of water in vacuoles of plant

cells

Answer to question 19.

a) i) The type of enerry needed by photoslnthesis is solar eners/ (energr from the sun) rr

ii) Chlorophyll absorbs this energy
iii) Photosynthesis takes place in the chloroprast of the plant ce1l.
iv) The chemical equation for photosynthesis is: 6H2O + 6COz --> C5H1 2 06 + 02

b) The rate of photos5mthesis can be speeded by:
- , Increasing intensity of light, Provision of more water, Increase concentration of carbon dioxide,' Change the wavelength of light.

SECTION C

Answers to question 2O.

a) i) Reasons why water gathers in the hollowed portion of potato B:
- The sap of potato B exerts an osmotic pressure on the water and absorbs (attracts) water from

, the beaker.
- The sugar present in the hollowed portion of potato form a more dissolved molecules. It exgrts

an. osmotic pressure on the potato cells and attract water from the potato with a hollowed
portion (cavity)

Direction of water movement:

Beaker -*-> potato B ....--> portion of hollowed potato

ii) Water does not gather in the hollowed portion of potato A and C because:

- The cel1s of potato A have equa-l concentrations" t,

- Water does not enter in C because it is boiied; the heat kil1s the cells of C: therefore no
osmosis.

(iii) Potato A is a control experiment"
END.
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